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Abstract: Combining insights from collaborative governance, performance management, and health
technology assessment (HTA) literature, this study develops an integrated framework to system-
atically measure and monitor the performance of HTA network programmes. This framework is
validated throughout an action research carried out in the Italian HTA network programme for
medical devices. We found that when building up collaborative performance management systems,
some elements such as the participation in the design and the use of context specific performance
assessment framework, facilitate their acceptance by managers and policy makers especially in high
professionalized and sector-specific organizations because it reflects their distinctive language and
culture. The hybrid framework may help health authorities and policymakers to understand the
HTA network, monitor its performance, and ensure network sustainability over time.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, public sector organizations are becoming more and more interdependent,
moving toward various forms of horizontal governance [1] where cross-boundary col-
laborative actions are paramount to the solution of complex societal needs or “wicked
problems” [2] like COVID-19 emergency. Multi-organizational arrangements are formed
around problems or resources and commonly established to facilitate complex interactions,
multilevel decision-making, service provision and delivery, transmission of knowledge
and ideas, as well as other collaborative behaviors [3]. There is a growing need for public
and private inter-organizational structures to address the increased complexity of such
interactions and identify a set of values for assessing policy outcomes. Collaborative gover-
nance literature [4,5] provides a good ground for reflecting on the dynamics and actions of
inter-organizational collaborations but still little evidence is available on how to assess such
collaborations. Numerous facilitating factors or antecedents have been identified [6–8] and
productivity dimensions of collaborative performance have been proposed [5,9]. However,
measuring the performance results of cross-boundary collaborations remains difficult and
complex where little agreement exists on what constitute effective performance and how
to successfully manage the collaboration [3,10–12].

Some authors have highlighted the importance of culture, information sharing, and col-
laborative language as factors influencing the understanding and, hence, the collaboration
among organizations [13–15]. Other authors have also underlined the importance to engage
employees of the organization into the cross-boundary collaboration [16]. These seem to
suggest that sector-specific mechanisms (such as performance measurement systems) may
facilitate the collaboration, especially in those sectors where professional culture is highly
specific requiring performance management systems capable to catch what professionals
consider salient in their (inter-) organizational setting.
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One of the industries that may benefit the most from an assessment using the col-
laborative governance framework is the healthcare. Indeed, there are many networks
centered on both diseases (like the cancer network) and functions (like Health Technology
Assessment, HTA). Focusing on the functional network of HTA (which relies upon specific
methods and literature), we formulated the following research questions: (i) How can
HTA networks be assessed? (ii) Which are the indicators that can help monitoring the
performance of the HTA networks and its sustainability overtime?

This paper provides an integrated hybrid framework to measure the performance of an
inter-organizational programme operating in a highly professional sector, that of health care
throughout the case of the Italian health technology assessment (HTA) network programme.
The paper develops the framework using three streams of literature: one sector-specific,
the HTA literature, and the other two general streams of performance management, and
the collaborative governance regimes literature. Moreover, the framework is validated by
managers and policy makers of different organizations participating in the Italian HTA
network programme on medical devices (MDs) throughout a constructive approach. The
proposed framework may help health authorities and policy makers to understand the HTA
network, monitor its performance, and ensure network sustainability over time. We define
sustainability of collaborative governance regimes as the extent to which a collaborative
network achieves and maintains (i.e., sustains) the desired level of quality and effectiveness
of performance in the target conditions over time after the initial implementation efforts [9].
In fact, the concept of sustainability has recently evolved towards a suggested “adaptation
phase” that bridges from the initial roll-out of the cross-boundary collaboration to a longer-
term sustainability phase [17]. Finally, the paper closes with a discussion section drawing
insights for both academics and practitioners.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Collaborative Governance Framework to Assess Performance

Emerson [4] defined collaborative governance as “the processes and structures of pub-
lic policy decision making and management that engage people constructively across the
boundaries of public agencies, levels of government, and/or the public, private, and civic
spheres in order to carry out a public purpose that could not otherwise be accomplished.”
This means that performance assessment framework should be not only multidimensional
but also multi-layer and consider multi-actor involvement [5,8–10,18].

Among the wide range of studies dealing with different approaches and strategies
to pursue effective collaborative governance, the network management outcomes of Klijn
et al. [8], the performance dimensions and determinants in collaborative arrangements
proposed by Cepiku [5] and the performance matrix suggested by Emerson and Nabatchi
to measure the productivity of collaborative governance regimes [9] provide useful insights
on how to measure the performance of collaboration management.

In particular, Klijn et al. (2010) [8] identified six elements to be considered to measure
the process outcomes: (i) the level of actors’ involvement, (ii) the conflict resolution, (iii) the
extent to which the process has encountered stagnations or deadlocks, (iv) the productive
use of differences in perspectives, (v) the contact frequency, and (vi) the stakeholder
satisfaction with the results achieved.

Cepiku [5] identified three dimensions to be considered in performance management
for collaborative actions: (i) determinants (external resource, collaboration management,
and internal resources), (ii) intermediate results (quality of collaboration), and (iii) final results
(performance at community or organizational level) of the collaborative arrangements.

Emerson and Nabatchi [9] proposed a performance matrix constituted by nine criti-
cal dimensions assessing productivity of collaborative governance regimes. Specifically,
the multidimensional matrix was developed by combining three performance levels (ac-
tions, outcomes, and adaption) with three analysis units (participant organizations, the
collaborative governance regimes, and target goals).
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However, more studies seeking to offer working models and tools from which to
empirically analyze network performance would be valuable [11].

From this stream of literature, we identify Hypothesis 1.

Hypothesis 1 (H1). A collaborative governance framework assessing performance should consider
not only the outcomes but also the collaboration management and the quality of collaboration.

2.2. Performance Management in Collaborative Setting

The term “collaborative performance management” was defined by Choi and Moyni-
han “as sharing of resources and information among different actors for the purposes of
achieving a formal performance goal” [16]. Hence, it is a process that help to formalize
mechanisms to share goals even among cross-border actors and as a consequence is a way
to enhance accountability both for performance management and collaboration [19–21].

Accountability is a crucial element to make agencies effective [22,23] as well as to
make network working better [20,24]. Meshing collaboration with traditional management
tools and systems seem a win–win strategies for both collaborative governance [25] and
traditional strategic planning processes [26–28]. Indeed, traditional approaches to perfor-
mance assessment do not capture well the nature of these complex governance systems
where interactions happen across organizational boundaries. Additional complexity is
brought about by the potential conflicts between performance measurement considerations
of the individual organizations and that of the collaborative organization. Indeed, often
collaborative organization represents a virtual organization that is additional to the orga-
nizations/units that are participating in the collaborative enterprise. Such arrangements
call for the development of performance measurement following an integrated and holistic
performance systems-based framework [29], not reducing performance measurement to
the traditional control of results achieved by single organization, business structure, units,
or processes, rather as a comprehensive tool to improve organization’s performance. Nuti
et al. [30] provide an example of displaying healthcare performance results shifting the
focus form a single organization’s perspectives to the performance of patients’ care path-
way. Despite this evidence yet very few studies deepened the argument of collaborative
performance management [16,26,31].

A recent study on collaborative performance management found that seniority, partic-
ipation in goal setting, and goal salience are factors encouraging interagency collaboration
and in particular, goal factors are the most influential variables [16]. In particular, in health-
care organizations the use of salient goal setting is found to be one of the most relevant
successful factor of managing performance by objectives [32].

From this stream of literature, we identify Hypothesis 2.

Hypothesis 2. Performance management in collaborative setting should consider that goal salience
matters and the development of performance measurement should consider an integrated and
holistic framework.

2.3. Health Technology Assessment Literature on Network Programme

From the early 1990s, almost every Member State of the European Union developed
national and regional public HTA agencies or programmes [33,34] with the main aim to
disseminate and implement HTA recommendations in order to influence decision-makers
and clinicians [34] in the allocation of scarce resource. There are now numerous HTA
organizations with different scopes and methodologies (around 50 according to the In-
ternational Network of Agencies for Health Technology Assessment, see for instance
http://www.inahta.org/ accessed on the 30th of March 2021). Networks between and
within countries have been set up to share and compare experiences and results, such as the
EUnetHTA (European network for Health Technology Assessment) [35–37]. HTA agencies
are becoming more and more interdependent often working in networks and developing
cross-boundary collaborations at an international level. More recently, there have been

http://www.inahta.org/
http://www.inahta.org/
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international actions to harmonize definitions, systems, and methods for assessing tech-
nologies in healthcare, in order to guarantee greater transparency and stability through the
greater role of central and regional governments [38]. The international harmonization ac-
tion represents a historical achievement concerning the collaborations among leading HTA
networks, societies, and global organizations, such as HTAi, INAHTA, EUnetHTA, ISPOR,
and the WHO [39,40]. Some authors have compared the organizational arrangements and
governance of the various HTA bodies, the approaches and use of economic evaluations
in decision-making [41–44] or have explored the issue of citizen and patient participa-
tion [45–47]. Other studies have explored the effectiveness of HTA bodies focusing on the
quality and/or usefulness of the evaluations produced (i.e., report) and the dissemination
process [48]. In the light of growing demands for public accountability, a framework for
the evaluation of individual HTA agency performance has also been proposed [49], and the
importance and challenges of developing standards of good practice to assess HTA bodies
have been discussed by Drummond et al. (2012) [50,51]. However, multi-organizational
HTA networks have received little attention with respect to their overall effectiveness as
multi-organization arrangements [52].

To the best of our knowledge, no studies have been published on the performance
measurement framework in helping network agencies to monitor the collaboration and the
effectiveness in terms of the functioning of multi-organizational agency and their impact
on the population or the health system in general.

Indeed, a more comprehensive evaluation of HTA collaborative arrangements across
public and private organizations is fundamental in order to understand multi-organizational
network functioning, its governance and other determinants of performance.

From this stream of literature, we identify Hypothesis 3.

Hypothesis 3. HTA agencies or programmes are becoming more and more interdependent often
working in networks, thus accountability should consider the performance of such collaborations.

3. Method to Validate the Integrated Framework

We applied a two-step methodology to design the HTA network performance assess-
ment framework. While in the first design step, we opted for a positive approach drawing
insights from the literature, in the second step we revised it in the light of a constructive
approach [53] to validate the framework proposed. This approach works through the direct
involvement of researchers in several phases of the research process, such as testing solu-
tions [54,55]. The approach is widely used in technical sciences, mathematics, operations
analysis and clinical medicine, and in management research [54,56], as well as in building
performance evaluation systems in healthcare [30,57]. The constructive approach entailed a
series of interactions and consisted of three stages (i.e., “brainstorming”, “narrowing down”
and “ranking”) that are listed in Table 1. The sector-specific case used for validating the
framework was the Italian HTA network programme on MDs. The interactions between
the researchers and multi-professional actors (i.e., experts in HTA) are summarized in
Table 1. Experts selected were national and regional public managers, as well as multidis-
ciplinary professionals involved in the HTA network on MDs within the national project
named PronHTA.

Table 1. Constructive approach: stage, type, and experts involved.

Stage Type of Action Expert Involved

Brainstorming Online request by email Experts from nine regional health systems
Narrowing down Online questionnaire Experts from nine regional health systems

Ranking
- I round: Workshop
- II round:Online request by email
- III round: Consensus meetings

Experts from nine regional health systems
and Agenas
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In each stage of the constructive approach, the framework, as well as the list of
performance indicators were iteratively adapted, and/or extended, on the basis of the
strategic document of the Italian Steering Committee (act of the State-Region Conference
n.157/2017) which presents the main features of the national HTA programme for MDs
(details are reported in “the Italian governance HTA” paragraph).

In the first stage (i.e., brainstorming), we gathered input from several sources for the
identification of meaningful indicators: peer-reviewed articles as well as books and grey
literature on collaborative governance and performance evaluation systems in healthcare.

In the second stage (i.e., narrowing down), the proposed indicators were rated on the
basis of six features gathered from other experiences in the development of performance
measurement systems [58–61]. Specifically, the proposed indicators were rated in terms
of their relevance, validity, reliability, interpretability, feasibility, and actionability. At this
stage, an on-line questionnaire was sent to the participating experts from the nine regional
health systems involved in the PronHTA project and representatives from the national
level in order to collect their opinions and prepare a structured discussion.

The third stage (i.e., grouping and ranking) was aimed at grouping the output from the
previous stage according to the categories that were coherent with the framework proposed
and identifying the final list of performance indicators. More specifically, the grouping
and ranking stage consisted of three rounds of iterative discussions. First, we conducted
a workshop that was open to other experts from the regional health administrations
participating in the PronHTA project in order to discuss all the indicators rated in the
second stage and their classification. The second round included an on-line circulation to
all the experts of the list of performance indicators. The final round was carried out through
face-to-face meetings to reach a consensus on the performance assessment framework and
validation of the full list of indicators.

Once we had obtained an initial list of performance indicators and their assessment,
the results were discussed face to face with representatives from the regional health ad-
ministrations and the agency for regional healthcare (Agenas) during a half-day workshop.
Following the principle of parsimony, the indicators reporting a low level of feasibility,
relevance and validity were not included in the final list of performance indicators.

The process lasted seven months from October 2017 to April 2018.

4. Framework of Analysis

Considering the importance of the salience factors and the capacity to make the actors
more participative, we decided to use the languages and references that are already owned
by policy makers and stakeholders involved.

First, the categories applied by collaborative governance scholars to assess perfor-
mance in the healthcare sector can be mainly traced back to the three blocks developed by
Donabedian [62]: (i) structure (called determinants/conditions); (ii) intermediate results
(including quality or effectiveness of collaboration in line with Cepiku [5]), and (iii) out-
come. The Donabedian’s broad blocks were re-adapted using categories and terminology
proposed by [5].

Second, in line with what collaborative governance scholars suggest, we considered
multi-layer structures such as the community or population (system level), network, and
organizations [5,9,10,18]. The sector-specific domain allows us to use the term popula-
tion as reference to community level when indicating that macro level of analysis. The
population-based approach is the paradigm by which decisions need to be made to max-
imize value for all people in the population not just the patients seeking/receiving care,
ensuring the prevention of inequity related to sociodemographic conditions [63,64]. In this
sense, adopting a collective perspective closer to the paradigm of the population medicine
promoted by Gray [64], it is relevant highlighting the necessity to assess the collaborative
network performance over time by determining how well resources are used for all the
people in need in the population.
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Third, in order to analyze the collaborative governance approach in relation to the
HTA network assessment, we also referred to both the performance management and HTA
literature. Over the last three decades, scholars of both performance management and
HTA fields have reported that the performance (of an organization, a programme, or a
service) should be multidimensional [65–67]. Unlike the HTA technique, which mainly
converges towards well-identified assessment dimensions, performance management re-
views highlighted that often there is divergence in the number and type of dimensions to
be considered in measuring the performance of healthcare organizations [68]. Therefore,
combining literature above all from performance management, collaborative governance,
and HTA, a total of six dimensions were selected to be included in the proposed frame-
work [5,18,50,51,54,60]. Moreover, it is worth highlighting also the necessity to measure
the performance across the borders both outside and inside the organizations [16,29,30].
Hence, the framework of analysis for measuring the Italian HTA network for MDs was
built considering:

• Donabedian’s three blocks were proposed in the light of the review made by Cepiku [5]
on collaborative governance setting. Hence, we mainly referred to (i) structure—
management of collaboration; (ii) intermediate results—quality of collaboration; (iii) fi-
nal results—outcome;

• The multi-layer structure, considering the stakeholders that play a role in the network
programme, as suggested by collaborative governance scholars [4,9,10];

• The six dimensions that are the most recurrent in the three streams of literature: efficiency,
effectiveness, responsiveness, legitimacy, fairness, and engagement [5,17,49,50,53,59].

Finally, we added the five phases of the HTA network process: horizon scanning
(notification), priority setting, assessment, appraisal, and dissemination [69].

The elements considered to build the performance assessment framework for the HTA
network programme are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The elements considered to build up the performance assessment framework for health
technology assessment (HTA) network programmes.

Figure 1 shows that the three broad blocks of structure, intermediate results, and final
results apply to different actors who may cover different roles. In particular, some of the
actors (such as Regional administration) may cover both the role of the final beneficiaries
(when measuring the final results) and the role of members of the HTA network programme
(when considering the intermediate results or the structure). The phases are present only
in the structure block. The dimensions may refer to a specific phase of the structure, as well
as to the final results or the intermediate results.
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5. The Integrated Performance Assessment Framework of HTA Network

From the analysis of the three streams of literature (HTA, collaborative governance
and performance management) we identified the dimensions reported in Figure 2 per
each block.

Figure 2. The integrated performance assessment framework for HTA network programme.

The three blocks are discussed in the following paragraphs.

5.1. Structure—Management of Collaboration

The proposed framework evaluates the structural and internal procedures of the net-
work (efficiency, responsiveness, fairness, and learning), as well as representativeness of the
network participants. As indicators of the network structure should be defined according
to the main phases characterizing the specific-sector case of interest. However, it is possible
to use general indicators also following the main phases of the illustrative network case
presented in this paper, i.e., the HTA network programme: (i) notification, (ii) priority
setting, (iii) assessment, (iv) appraisal, and (v) dissemination. For the notification of the
medical technology by various stakeholders (public healthcare institutions, patients, manu-
facturers etc.) interested in introducing it into the health care system it is possible to see
how many stakeholders have ever sent a request and if this request is done correctly. For
the priority setting and selection of the medical technology phase, an important domain is
the responsiveness, as well as the reasons linked to the requests rejected and those accepted.
For the assessment phase, the technical evaluation report can be done by independent
agencies, by the central or local level (depending on the programme design). In this specific
case, an important aspect to be considered that also refers to the collaboration management
is the potential use of benchmarking outcomes to refine processes and shift towards a
culture of learning and continuous quality improvement [70,71]. For the appraisal phase,
the recommendations are generally set by the central level and they can be publicly dis-
closed on the central level websites. Finally, the dissemination phase, which includes
monitoring and education, can be analyzed with another specific set of ad-hoc indicators.
Learning is often indirect and implicit in multi-organizational relationships [53], however
in this case learning is not a sub product of collaboration but is strategic and directly
related to the reason for developing the HTA network programmes [37,72] Indeed, both
central or local levels are responsible for disseminating the activities to align knowledge
and experiences across network actors, as well as the monitoring of the application of the
recommendations and the results of this process in the real world. Information sharing is
often reported as a main driver of the initial decision by an organization to participate in a
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(voluntary/partnership) network, and a mean for developing deeper collaborations and
align member-value proposition (mission specific goals) [13].

5.2. Intermediate Results—Quality of Collaboration

The effectiveness or quality of collaboration can be analyzed both in positive and
negative terms that arise from actions, relationships, and inter-dependencies characterizing
collaborative governance regimes [5,8,9,73]. When assessing the quality or effectiveness of
collaborations in a positive way, we refer to success indicators. In this sense, the perfor-
mance assessment framework monitors the engagement or participation of stakeholders
into the decision-making process (looking both at geographical and professional differ-
ences), which is Drummond’s tenth key principle. In addition to this, the framework
measures the quality of collaborative governance regime actions, such as the quality of
the technology assessment request in the HTA network programme, as well as participant
satisfaction to be engaged in the cross-boundary collaboration. Previous literature showed
that participant satisfaction can be the result of three factors (i.e., stakeholder involvement,
network complexity and adaptive management) whose combinations lead to different
configurations of network participant satisfaction [74]. Furthermore, trust among network
participants is another indicator of collaborative governance success, as it is able to predict
network performance in different network settings [75]. These indicators can work well
as a proxy of the effectiveness of dissemination, training, and monitoring stages across
collaborative governance regimes. On the other hand, when analyzing the quality or
effectiveness of collaboration in a negative way, we refer to indicators of network failure.
Among these, the proposed framework is able to detect static situations that can occur
into the collaborative decision-making process by monitoring frequencies and timing of
the deadlock.

5.3. Final Results—Outcome

Measuring outcomes is problematic because decision making processes in governance
networks are lengthy and sometimes the goals of actors can change overtime [8]. For
instance, one of the general outcomes deriving from inter-organization collaborations is the
reduction (or even the elimination) of the duplicates [4,75] that is a more specific indicator
linked to the overall efficiency [10]. Reduction of duplicates can be interesting for the
first phases of the collaboration process, once the collaboration gets up to speed after its
initial roll-out duplicates should not be present anymore and this indicator could be no
more relevant.

Another general outcome deriving from cross-boundary collaborations is the impact
that the collaborative decision-making process of an organization, a programme, or a
service can have at different reference levels (i.e., community and/or organizational levels),
which is an indicator associated with the effectiveness of network governance [10,50,76].
Considering the specific-sector case, the effectiveness of the HTA network can be described
as the impact of the programme on central, regional, and local governments and measured
in terms of guidelines provided on the introduction/use of new technologies and/or
resource allocation decisions informed for example by reducing the number of duplications
in technology assessment. Furthermore, collaborative governance regimes should promptly
provide evidence decision, so it is also important to monitor the responsiveness of the
collaborative decision-making process representing one of Drummond’s key principles
(No. 13) [50]. In the illustrative case of the HTA network programme, the centralized
process (through a network in this case) may lead to an increased response time. In
fact, the formal implementation of HTA can have positive spillovers beyond sound and
prompt reimbursement decisions, such as strengthening the dialogue between relevant
stakeholders, focusing the public debate on patient-level outcomes [77], and increasing
the perception of citizens and of other actors (e.g., regional health systems, and health
authorities) that the decisions regarding MDs are under control. More generally, if the
network collaboration is effective, it should lead to greater legitimacy and/or trust of
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public institutions as perceived by citizens on the basis of experience and satisfaction
survey [10,75,77].

6. Case Description and Analysis
6.1. Organizational Context and Initial Conditions

Italy’s health-care system is a regionally based national health service which provides
universal coverage largely free of charge at the point of delivery, with HTA activities
that are still fragmented. Overall, there is no single national HTA governmental agency.
To some extent, HTAs have been conducted by the National Drug Agency (AIFA) for
the management of pharmaceutical technologies and by the Agency for Regional Health
Services (Agenas) for the general synchronization of national activities. More specifically,
Agenas was assigned the task of coordinating and supporting the regions in the process
of HTA, even though the regions themselves are responsible for the implementation. In a
2008 survey, the Agenas found that five regional health systems (out of twenty-one) were
strongly committed to developing HTA programmes and that an increasing number of
hospitals had set up HTA units in order to support hospital-planning processes [78]. Four
years later, sixteen regions have formally established a structured workgroup inside their
organizations [79].

The governance of MDs has recently gained attention with the creation of a collab-
orative network among the regional health-care systems for the definition and use of
instruments (Law 190/2014) and the appointment of the steering committee (Ministerial
Decree 12 March 2015) within the remit of the Ministry of Health [80]. The current gov-
ernance for MDs is an attempt to achieve a higher level of harmonization nationwide in
terms of the methodology used for assessing and appraising biomedical technologies, as
well as an important step towards the formal recognition of the need for ad-hoc economic
evaluation methods [44]. Unique intrinsic characteristics, like high performance depen-
dency from user skills and training, distinguish MDs from pharmaceutical technologies
and make challenging the use of traditional assessment methods.

The strategic document outlining the aim, scope, and organization of the regional
collaborative network and HTA process is included in the State-Region Conference agree-
ment (n.157, 21 September 2017), which represents the “network activation” moment and
“frames” the interaction of network participants [3].

The actors involved within the national HTA network programme for MDs are the
Steering Committee; the 21 regional/provincial health systems, Agenas, the National
Institute for health, and other relevant stakeholders involved in the HTA network (patients,
MD manufacturers and producers). All the actors can propose the introduction of a (new)
MD through an open access online notification form. Every six months the network sets
priorities for MD assessment.

Following the available strategic document, the Steering Committee has a key gov-
ernance role in the HTA network including the coordination of the assessment activities
carried out at a regional level and/or by public and private entities and methodological
support. The Steering Committee is also in charge of the dissemination of HTA recommen-
dations and monitoring of the national HTA programme impact.

6.2. Driving the Performance of the Collaborative Italian HTA Network on MDs

After the three stages of the constructive approach (Table 1), a total of 25 performance
indicators were identified as potential measurements building the framework for assessing
the impact of the national HTA programme for MDs. For each block of the proposed
framework, it is possible to identify ad-hoc indicators that can be applied to monitor the
performance achieved by the national HTA network programme. Table 2 describes a set
of core indicators across the three framework blocks including the type of dimension,
the indicator identification code, a description of the indicator, the phase of the HTA
programme (only for the structure indicators), and the network actors involved.
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Detailing, six indicators refer to the outcome (A1–A6) or achievement of the pro-
gramme, six describe the quality of collaboration (B1–B6), and 13 (C codes) are network
structure indicators, which are based on the individual phases outlined in the strategic
document of the Italian HTA programme for MDs (i.e., notification, priority setting, assess-
ment, appraisal, and dissemination). Among those describing the quality of collaboration,
three indicators (B1–B3) and a fourth indicator reporting the number of events organized
to disseminate the results (B6) were selected as a good proxy of the effectiveness of dissem-
ination, training and monitoring stages referring to Drummond principles (Drummond
Nos. 12 and 14) concerning standards of good practice for HTA organizations.

Table 2. List of performance indicators to assess the HTA network programme for Medical Devices.

Dimension Code Indicator Phase Actor

Structure—Management Collaboration

Responsiveness CN1 Time taken to receive information on the list of
priorities Notification Agenas

Responsiveness CP1 Time to assign the assessment report to an evaluation
body Priority setting Agenas/Steering

committee
Engagement/Participation CP2 Percentage of assignments for non-regional bodies Priority setting All partners

Fairness CP3 Turnover of organizations involved in technology
assessment Priority setting All partners

Responsiveness CA1 Time to assess the technology Assessment Agenas/Steering
committee

Efficiency CA2 Percentage of technologies assessed not included in the
national priority list Assessment All partners

Responsiveness CA3 Time for the production of an HTA report Assessment All partners

Efficiency CA4 Percentage requests evaluated directly by the Regional
health systems for a rapid response Assessment Regions

Responsiveness CAp1 Percentage of appraisals made in 60 days Appraisal Steering committee
Responsiveness CAp2 Percentage of re-appraisals done in 30 days Appraisal All partners
Responsiveness CAp3 Time from HTA report to its appraisal Appraisal All partners
Engagement/Participation CD1 No. of participants at the dissemination events Dissemination Steering committee
Effectiveness CD2 Participant satisfaction with the event Dissemination Steering committee
Intermediate results—quality of collaboration

Effectiveness B1 HTA Report with monitoring indicators from
administrative dataset

Overall

All partners

Effectiveness B2 Percentage of requests for MDs excluded because not
relevant All partners

Effectiveness B3 Percentage of requests for MDs excluded because
incomplete All partners

Engagement/Participation B4 Requests by geographical area All partners
Engagement/Participation B5 Requests by profession All partners
Effectiveness B6 Dissemination events All partners
Final results—outcome
Legitimacy A1 Experience and satisfaction survey

Overall

Community

Effectiveness A2 No. Guidelines adopted on the basis of HTA report
Regional health
systems/Health
Authorities

Efficiency A3 Costs for recommended MDs
Regional health
systems/Health
Authorities

Effectiveness A4 Percentage of MDs recommended and purchased
Regional health
systems/Health
Authorities

Efficiency A5 No. of requests rejected because there is already a
decision or it is ongoing

Regional health
systems/Health
Authorities

Responsiveness A6 Waiting time from the request to the appraisal Community

Network structure indicators refer to whether or not the appropriate processes and
methods of task accomplishment are being followed. Specifically, they include: one
indicator on the notification and selection of MDs for appraisal (CN1); three indicators
on the priority setting phase (CP1-3); four indicators on the evaluation (CA1–CA4); three
indicators on the appraisal phase (CAp1–Cap3), and two indicators on dissemination
(CD1–CD2). Among the network structure indicators, the proposed framework includes
measures of the efficiency of the cross-boundary collaboration concerning the biomedical
technologies that are assessed and appraised at the regional level and not through the
national HTA programme for reasons of urgency (CA4). Moreover, it also encompasses
technologies notified at the national level but not included in the priority list, which are
then assessed by regional agencies and appraised at a national level in order to provide
national recommendations (CA2).
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For each indicator there is a specific document with the rationale, algorithm, source of
data and additional notes. These documents are available upon request from the authors.

Indeed, there may be some issues relating to the operationalization of performance
measures. On one hand, there is a danger of applying measures which may be simplistic;
on the other hand, some relative straightforward measures are needed if effectiveness is to
be appraised in a practical way so to provide input to programme management decisions.

Moreover, the interpretation of some of the indicators may change over the lifetime of
the HTA network programme. For instance, the number of requests rejected because an
HTA report already exists can be considered a positive sign of the reduction of duplicates
in the first few years. However, when the HTA network is in a mature stage this would
be interpreted as a negative sign because it suggests that the dissemination and learning
efforts across the collaborative network has not been effective. In addition to this, the
research process showed that the main actors in the HTA network programme involved
in designing the framework provided very positive feedback, which can be considered a
good proxy of its future implementation [81].

Finally, it is worthwhile highlighting that the proposed performance assessment
framework has already and successfully overcome all policy validation stages required by
the Steering Committee and other policy bodies to be formally included into the guidelines
and recommendations issued by the central government level. In particular, in middle
2019, the framework logical structure has been incorporated into the Guidelines of the
Italian Ministry of Health for the Governance of MDs and HTA [82,83].

7. Discussion

The contribution of our study is twofold: (i) theoretical, as it provided an integrated
framework combining different literature streams, above all performance management and
collaborative governance; (ii) empirical, as the performance assessment framework was
built and validated employing a specific-sector case throughout the continuous interaction
with the actors involved in the national HTA network programme.

First, collaborative governance is a relatively new form of governance engaging
different stakeholders together into “consensus-oriented decision-making” [84]. Inter-
organizational collaborations and collaborative strategies with stakeholders are cross-
sectoral approaches used to achieve advanced collective learning and problem solving in
complex societal issues [2,84]. Nowadays, as sector-specific knowledge and culture are
increasing in complexity, the value of inter-organizational collaborations and collective
integration is becoming crucial to adequately deal with “wicked problems” like the man-
agement of pandemic [85]. Therefore, each sector requires sector-specific mechanisms and
refers to a sector-specific stream of literature, as network structure and contextual factors
can work as determinants of network success [86,87].

As highlighted by previous literature, the importance of the network structural and
contextual factors is even more relevant in high professionalized and sector-specific orga-
nizations, such as the HTA network programme proposed in this study as an illustrative
case of collaboration governance. Thus, we combined three streams of literature: the two
general streams of literature in collaborative governance and performance management of
collaborative relationships with the one sector-specific in the field of HTA.

Second, the paper provided a hybrid framework to assess the HTA network pro-
gramme performance using the Italian case.

The HTA process is complex and there is no single answer to the question of how to
assess effectiveness of HTA programmes. Programmes can vary considerably in their struc-
ture, their values and the level of importance that are placed on the different attributes [88].
Furthermore, effectiveness of the programme can be measured from different perspectives.
The discussion in this paper has tended to reflect the perspective of organizations and
stakeholders involved in the network programme following more the need for internal
management and accountability to governance.
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Nonetheless, the assessment may depend on the level HTA programmes are formu-
lated for (e.g., national, and regional), their institutions’ assessments and maturity of the
individual institutions’ HTA programme. As reported by a recent review from leading
European HTA bodies by Fuchs et al. [89], institutions with less experience addressed
more themes from a structural perspective such as resource capacity, whereas institu-
tions with medium experience addressed themes from a procedural perspective such as
“Coordination of assessment”.

The integrated proposed framework was targeted to Regional, local, and central
health systems, health authorities, and the other multi-professional actors involved into
the national HTA network programme. Using the key characteristics that were most
recurrent in the three streams of literature and though a hybridization solution integrating
multiple levels and stakeholder perspectives, we developed a sophisticated measurement
performance system. The advantages of the chosen methodology to develop and validate
the performance assessment framework included the combination of theoretically based
and empirically grounded research, the possibility to integrate qualitative and quantitative
evidence, as well as the rigor and the inherent goal-directed problem-solving nature of
the constructive research approach. However, we are aware that our study design does
present a series of limitations that are common to qualitative research techniques. Thus,
the adoption of a convenience sample of selected experts involved in all the three stages of
framework development and validation was driven by feasibility, given time and resources.
Furthermore, the final list of performance indicators was achieved by reaching an expert
consensus view, similarly to what happens with the Delphi technique, which may lead to a
compromise position rather than true consensus even though explicit criteria for ranking
and selecting performance indicators were followed.

The proposed framework was constituted by a multi-layer and multi-level structure
with multiple dimensions obtained using indicators of outcomes and proxy of outcomes,
responsiveness, and process. Crucial dimensions, such as responsiveness and engage-
ment/participation, appear multiple times in the framework to provide a general vision
of the overall network performance effectiveness (outcome or final results) and, simulta-
neously, an operational vision allowing ad-hoc actions and problem solving within the
collaborative network (structure). A possible limitation to be highlighted concerns the
possibility of incongruence issues and/or potential collisions that might occur over time
from the use of the specific performance indicators proposed in this study to effectively
assess the HTA network program for MDs. In particular, the repetition of crucial frame-
work dimensions multiple times, as well as potential subtle overlaps between different
performance indicators may challenge the stakeholders that will be responsible for frame-
work implementation, performance appraisal, and network sustainability. To address these
potential pitfalls, the identification of confounding factors and incongruence problems
might be anticipated at the stage of planning and priority setting. At this stage, mitigation
solutions and possible uptakes should also be planned and anticipated. Furthermore,
given the inherent complexity of the proposed hybrid framework engaging multiple stake-
holders, other pitfalls might appear during the implementation stage of the collaborative
governance framework towards HTA network specific mechanisms. For example, the
substantial coordination efforts made by the steering body may reduce the agility of the
hybrid system itself. Indeed, in organization lead-network structure the meta-governor or
leading organization is pivotal for the success of the network and its power role should be
extensively assessed [52].

The twofold contribution of our study, both theoretical and empirical, informs re-
search scholars, policy makers, and other HTA stakeholders involved in the network in
multiple ways.

The framework provides a new perspective for HTA scholars who are used to assess-
ing programmes instead of networks. In particular, the focus of the performance framework
is not just to assess the quality of information and analysis to support decision-making as
immediate target of the programme but moved beyond the tangible products of a HTA
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program, by considering the quality of collaboration, process variables by which assess-
ment is produced, appraisal is made, and stakeholders are involved and informed. The
framework also supports multi-professional actors in the network to deal with the difficult
task of identifying, through a systematic monitoring tool, the strengths and weaknesses of
the network programme. Moreover, the hybrid framework may help policy makers and
health authorities to understand the HTA network mechanism, monitor the effectiveness
of the collaborative governance performance, and ensure the network sustainability over
time. Network sustainability has been defined as “the ability to continue the demonstrated
effects over time” once the cross-boundary collaboration gets up to speed after its initial
roll-out on practice [9]. However, although the sophisticated measurement system pre-
sented was designed alongside the participants of the HTA network for MDs, it needs to
be validated throughout its implementation over the HTA network lifetime. In fact, only
the systematic use of the framework can provide suggestions regarding the real utility and
appropriateness of the performance indicators. Indeed, both performance management
support capacity and quality of performance information predict whether managers actu-
ally use the data [90]. Fountain [26] notes: “public managers are challenged when asked to
maintain vertical accountability in their agency activities while supporting horizontal or
networked initiatives for which lines of accountability are less direct and clear”.

The proposed integrated framework, as well as the study design can be exploited
in the healthcare sector, beyond the specific sector-case here presented. In particular, the
hybrid systems of cross-boundary collaborations appear to have great potentiality to be
applied in complex cross- sectoral policies, such as those integrating social and healthcare
services, but also in more simple collaborative settings where healthcare professionals
are encouraged to work in networks (e.g., primary care networks) or multi-disciplinary
physicians are informally working in network to provide care for patients along all phases
of complex care pathways [91].

Finally, it is worthwhile pointing out that the proposed performance framework
to assess the HTA network programme for MDs has been politically validated by the
Steering Committee and other Italian policy bodies in 2019. In particular, the value of the
proposed framework has been recognized by central government and its logical structure
incorporated into the Guidelines of the Italian Ministry of Health for the governance of
MDs and HTA [92,93].

8. Conclusions

It is possible to identify two main practice implications from this study.
First, the integrated hybrid framework presented may help national and local health

authorities, as well as policy makers to understand the HTA network specific mechanisms,
monitor the network performance, and ensure its sustainability over time Network sus-
tainability has been defined as “the ability to continue the demonstrated effects over time”
after its initial roll-out on practice and in a longer-term adaptation phase [9]. However,
only though an application over time, alongside the HTA network life-time, it will be
possible to understand whether (and how) this sophisticated measurement performance
system may significantly contribute to the network management and increase its overall
performance effectiveness.

Second, an important issue concerning the meta-governor role should be stressed
when dealing with the assessment of the collaborative network. The meta-governor must
regulate and self-regulate the network, and often a such role is covered by the state or a
central agency. In the Italian HTA network programme for MDs, the Steering Committee
can be considered as the meta-governor. The power and capacity of this collegial meta-
governor will determine the effective implementation of the assessment framework and
the effectiveness of the network itself. The role of the meta-governor is crucial and also
difficult because it has to regulate the network without undermining autonomy [92,93].

Our study informs future research in several ways. Despite the increasing interest in
HTA networks, both at national and supranational level, little attention has been directed to
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measure their effectiveness in terms of multi-organization arrangements. Using literature
above all from performance management and collaborative governance, the paper provides
a framework—rather than a comprehensive guide-to assess the performance of HTA
networks by considering the Italian HTA network programme for MDs as the reference
case. There are significant challenges in assessing effectiveness of HTA programmes as
other parties or organizations collaborating in the achievement of overall goals determine
many aspects of their effectiveness. This framework places emphasis on the collaborative
nature of the arrangement and on the more traditional multidimensionality and multi-
layers characteristics to better understand strengthens and weakens of the HTA network.
Indicators cover the outcome dimension (for the final beneficiaries like the regional health
systems), the intermediate results dimension (the effectiveness and participation) and the
process dimension. Further studies could focus on the use of the proposed framework
not only for further empirical validation purposes but also for a better understanding of
the meta-governor’s capacity to make the HTA network effective in its aims. Concerning
validation, it should be stressed that the proposed framework has received a formal political
validation in middle 2019, as the framework logical structure has been incorporated into
the Guidelines of the Italian Ministry of Health for the governance of MDs and HTA [82,83].
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